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Ex.t is an Italian design brand for bathroom 
furniture that holds the “made in Italy” 
craftsmanship ethos as its core value.

Modularity, versatility and functionality are the 
main features that Ex.t continues to offer in 
bathroom furnishings, achieving this through the 
creative approach of its international designers.

The bathroom becomes a dynamic living space, 
able to transform and renew itself continuously, 
following the rhythms of contemporary living.

The results are original solutions adaptable 
to different environments, different space 
needs and functionalities with special care and 
attention to the finest details.

Ex.t

“Our products are 
unique pieces with a 
versatile soul, made 
with love to live long”
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2020 marks a year of experimentation and exploration of 
new languages for Ex.t which introduces a new excellent 

collaboration with Marcante-Testa studio, resulting in a new 
collection: Frieze. 

Along with Frieze, Nouveau collection is enriched with a 
bathtub and a shower system, confirming the synergy of the 
Florentine brand with designers duo Paola Vella and Ellen 

Bernhardt.

Both Frieze and Nouveau, albeit with different aesthetic 
languages, reflect the core idea of Ex.t bathroom: a modular, 
versatile and functional environment able to transform and 

renew itself continuously following the trends of contemporary 
living.

New Products
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Frieze
by Marcante-Testa
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Inspired by “entablatures” series 
by Roy Lichtenstein, the project is 
articulated through different levels 

of signs, materials and colours 
where the washbasin stars as 

central element of the bathroom. 
The architectural approach of the 

designers involves the entire spatial 
dimension of the bathroom: the 

position of the sink is defined by a 
central band, available in different 

materials and colours, creating space 
to install mirrors, shelves, furniture 

and towel hooks.
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Frieze Two Lined Plus, Frieze Two Cabinet, Frieze Band 130, Frieze 

Soap Holder, Frieze Hanger, Frieze Metal Frame Mirror
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Since 2014 Andrea Marcante and Adelaide 
Testa have created a new design reality,
Marcante-Testa. A studio oriented on 
architecture and design, as well as on 
business consulting for materials and 
furnishings. The atmospheres proposed by 
Marcante-Testa aim at elegantly remake the 
multiple values of living. Being serious and 
fun, authentic and refined, having deep roots 
and loving the world: in this way the duo 
combines independent lines according with 
strict rules in the composition.

“If certain interiors excite us 
this is because they show 
a possible choice between 
conflictual aspects of our 
characters, a legitimate 
aspiration to transform our 
worrying contradictions in 
something beautiful”

Marcante-Testa
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Andrea Marcante and
Adelaide Testa
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Featuring a grooving frontal texture, Frieze Two Lined washbasin 
is available in Calacatta marble and Livingtec® in different 

colours: white, powder pink, lilac and bright blue. It can be set 
as freestanding or countertop on its dedicated cabinet available 
lacquered or in walnut wood. The console can be fixed on a wall 

mounted back band offered in various colours and materials, 
working as decorative element as well as support for different 

accessories like hooks, shelves and soap holders, whilst a series 
of geometric mirrors complete the collection.

by Marcante-Testa

Frieze Two Lined
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Frieze Two Lined Plus, Frieze Two Cabinet, 
Frieze Band 130,

Frieze Soap Holder, Frieze Hangers, 
Frieze Wood Frame Mirror
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Frieze Two Lined Plus, Frieze Two Cabinet, Frieze Band 
130, Frieze Soap Holder, Frieze Hanger, Frieze Shelf 
30, Frieze Metal Frame Mirror
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Frieze Two Lined, Frieze Hanger,
Frieze Metal Frame Mirror
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“Aesthetically 
exuberant, full 

of colour with a 
strong architectural 

imprint”
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Compositions

Frieze Two Lined
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Frieze Two Lined Plus, Frieze Two Cabinet, 
Frieze Band 90, Frieze Hanger,

Frieze Wood Frame Mirror

Frieze Two Lined Plus, Frieze Two Cabinet, Frieze 
Band 130, Frieze Hangers, Frieze Shelf 30,

Frieze Metal Frame Mirror

Frieze Two Lined Plus, Frieze Two Cabinet, 
Frieze Band 130, Frieze Hanger,

Frieze Soap Holder, Frieze Mirror

Frieze Two Lined, Frieze Hanger, 
Frieze Wood Frame Mirror
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Freely inspired by old wash houses basins, Frieze One High 
washbasin features a criss crossed texture and integrated taps. 
Available also without texture is made in Livingtec® in different 
colours: white, powder pink, lilac and bright blue. It can be set 

as freestanding or countertop on its dedicated cabinet available 
lacquered or in walnut wood. As the other basins of the collection 

it can be fixed on a wall mounted back band offered in various 
colours and materials, working as decorative element as well 
as support for different accessories like hooks, shelves and 

soap holders, whilst a series of geometric mirrors complete the 
collection.

Frieze One High
by Marcante-Testa
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Frieze One High, Frieze One Cabinet, Frieze 
Band 130, Frieze Hangers, Frieze Soap Holder, 

Frieze Wood Frame Mirror
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Frieze One High Checkered, Frieze Band 130, Frieze Hangers, 
Frieze Soap Holder, Frieze Mirror
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Compositions

Frieze One High
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Frieze One High, Frieze Basin Soap 
Holder, Frieze Metal Frame Mirror

Frieze One High Checkered, Frieze 
Wood Frame Mirror

Frieze One High Checkered, Frieze 
Band 90, Frieze Hangers, Frieze Shelf 

30, Frieze Mirror

Frieze One High, Frieze Band 90, Frieze 
Shelf 30, Frieze Soap Holder, Frieze Metal 

Frame Mirror
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Frieze One Low

Available with or without a criss crossed texture, also Frieze One 
Low washbasin is made in Livingtec® in different colours: white, 
powder pink, lilac and bright blue. It can be set as freestanding 
or countertop on its dedicated cabinet available lacquered or 
in walnut wood. As the other basins of the collection it can be 

fixed on a wall mounted back band offered in various colours and 
materials, working as decorative element as well as support for 

different accessories like hooks, shelves and soap holders, whilst a 
series of geometric mirrors complete the collection.

by Marcante-Testa
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Frieze One Low Checkered, Frieze Basin Soap Holder, Frieze 
Hanger, Frieze Metal Frame Mirror
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Hang small / stool
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37Frieze One Low Checkered, Frieze Band 90, Frieze Soap Holder, 
Frieze Hanger, Frieze Metal Frame Mirror
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Frieze One Low

Compositions
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Frieze One Low Checkered, Frieze 
Basin Hanger, Frieze Metal Frame 

Mirror

Frieze One Low Checkered, Frieze One 
Cabinet, Frieze Band 90, Frieze Shelf 
30, Frieze Soap Holder, Frieze Wood 

Frame Mirror

Frieze One Low, Frieze One Cabinet, 
Frieze Hanger, Frieze Mirror

Frieze One Low, Frieze One Cabinet, 
Frieze Band 90, Frieze Soap Holder, 

Frieze Hanger, Frieze Mirror
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Nouveau

by Bernhardt & Vella
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Freely inspired by the Art Déco 
of early 20th century, Nouveau 

collection - featuring washbasins, 
containers, mirrors and 

accessories - gets richer in 2020 
with new elements: a bathtub and 

a shower system.
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Founded in 2008 by German designer Ellen 
Bernhardt and Italian interior designer Paola 
Vella, Bernhardt-Vella is an interior design 
studio based in Milan.
Their starting point is research as a maieutic 
process. Taking inspiration from the art world, 
the masters of the past and architecture, 
they create their distinguishable and always 
personal style.

“We’ve translated a serene 
and discreet elegance into 
purity, balance of lines 
and shapes, lightness 
and airiness. Probably 
our more feminine side 
turning into a sweet, soft, 
but also contemporary 
and pragmatic sign”

Bernhardt & Vella
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Ellen Bernhardt and
Paola Vella
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Nouveau Bathtub

Nouveau bathtub shows the same sinuous and 
geometric lines of the entire collection. Of small size 
and circular shape, it includes a detail that, just like in 

the washbasins, is both decorative and functional. 
Thanks to this element it is possible to place objects 
or install the taps, allowing the bath to be set on the 

wall as well as centerpiece of the room.       
Along with the basins, the bathtub is made in 

Livingtec®, a solid surface featuring high technical 
performances and pleasant to the touch, available in 
matt white or blush pink; a delicate and refined shade 

still inspired by the beginning of the last century.

by Bernhardt & Vella
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Nouveau / bathtub Nouveau THSH / towel hanger & shelf
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“Nouveau bathtub 
shows sinuous and

geometric lines 
along with 

functional yet 
decorative details”
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Nouveau /
console

Nouveau Round 1 /
mirror

Nouveau /
bathtub

Nouveau Hook /
hangers
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The Nouveau shower system has a strong personality. 
Like other elements of the collection, it is a 

contemporary and essential interpretation of the Art 
Déco, featuring clear and asymmetrical geometries 

as main details. Transforming contrasts into harmony, 
the system combines the visual lightness of glass and 

refined colours with the sharp lines of the frame.

Nouveau Shower
by Bernhardt & Vella
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Nouveau / shower
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Nouveau / console Nouveau Round 2 / mirror
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Nouveau / shower Nouveau TTS / toilet towel set
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Nouveau / console Nouveau Round 1-2 / mirror
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Nouveau Hooks / hangers Nouveau SH / shelf Nouveau / shower
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